






Dealing with potential discontinuities at cutoff distances
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Neighbor Lists

• We need to calculate forces on the blue atom due to all atoms inside the spherical
cutoff region (solid circle).  This means we have to calculate forces from all
atoms that are less that rc away from the central blue atom.

• Finding this list of atoms is expensive, so we don’t want to have to do it ever
time step.

• At the beginning of the simulation, we create a “neighbor list,” or the list of all
atoms inside the rlist

• We only have to update the neighbor list when any single atom in the simulation
has moved more than (rlist - rcut) / 2 from it’s original position.  Why?

• Spherical cutoffs with Neighbor lists are a huge algorithmic improvement! They
take a calculation that originally had N(N-1)/2 force calculations and reduce it to
a calculation with n*N force calculations (n is a relatively small number).  This
improvement is what makes large-scale MD simulations possible!
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What keeps the atoms from leaving the box?

Periodic boundary conditions make the atoms see copies of all of the other atoms 
on all sides.  We replicate the central box to form an infinite 3-dimensional lattice.  
If an atom leaves the central box, a copy of that atom re-enters on another face.

We only store the positions of the atoms in the central box.
We use a cutoff radius and look at the nearest or “minimum” image of all of the 
other particles:



Minimum vs. Explicit image

• Minimum Image (solid line):  molecule interacts only with nearest copies of 
other molecules from the periodic box.  
rc must be smaller than L/2.  
maximum of N(N-1)/2 terms in the non-bonded potential  
 

• Explicit image (dashed line): molecule interacts with all images of all 
molecules within the cutoff radius.   
We must create “ghost” molecules if we interact with multiple copies of the 
the same molecule.  
Ghost molecules shadow their respective particles during the simulation.  
A molecule might interact with a ghost of itself! (only if rc > L).  
The ghosts that interact with a moleucle may change during the simulation.  
rc may be larger than L/2

Minimum vs. Explicit image

• Minimum Image (solid line):  molecule interacts only with nearest copies of
other molecules from the periodic box.
rc must be smaller than L/2.
maximum of N(N-1)/2 terms in the non-bonded potential

• Explicit image (dashed line): molecule interacts with all images of all molecules
within the cutoff radius.
We must create “ghost” molecules if we interact with multiple copies of the the
same molecule.
Ghost molecules shadow their respective particles during the simulation.
A molecule might interact with a ghost of itself! (only if rc > L).
The ghosts that interact with a moleucle may change during the simulation.
rc may be larger than L/2





Spherical Boundary conditions

Suppose our system fits nicely inside a sphere:
• Proteins with some explicit water molecules
• Nanoparticles

We can impose a spherical boundary which mimics the potential that a solvent or 
lattice might produce.

• Outer shell (1Å) is a “buffer region”.  Molecules in this region obey 
stochastic (Brownian or Langevin) equations of motion rather than the 
standard Newtonian equations.

• To prevent evaporation of solvent, we often include an additional shell (4 Å) 
of frozen solvent molecules outside the buffer region.

• Another way of preventing evaporation is to have an effective boundary 
potential (a restraining potential) that forces a wayward solvent molecule 
back to the central region.


